**Sustainable Finance Trainings**

**June 2020**

18th – Leading Strategic Corporate Sustainability – *Session I*
*Organized by Institut Luxembourgeois des Administrateurs (ILA) and WIDE.lu*

25th – Leading Strategic Corporate Sustainability – *Session II*
*Organized by Institut Luxembourgeois des Administrateurs (ILA) and WIDE.lu*

---

**July 2020**

1st – Sustainable Finance (Foundation)
*Organized by House of Training and ABBL*

2nd – Leading Strategic Corporate Sustainability – *Session III*
*Organized by Institut Luxembourgeois des Administrateurs (ILA) and WIDE.lu*

---

**September 2020**

21st – Fundamentals of Sustainable Finance*
*Organized by Luxembourg Green Exchange Academy*

30th – Products and Standards: The Case of Green, Social and Sustainability Bonds*
*Organized by Luxembourg Green Exchange Academy*

*LuxFLAG Members and Partners can benefit from 10% off on registration fees*
October 2020

6th - Sustainable Finance Market – Players and Regulations*
Organized by Luxembourg Green Exchange Academy
*LuxFLAG Members and Partners can benefit from 10% off on registration fees

November 2020

December 2020